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MOBILE PRINT
AND SCAN APPLICATION

We all use tablets and phones /This is Why we’ve optimised
mobile working.

Sharpdesk Mobile

Everyone needs to print /This is Why we make it easy to
connect tablets to MFPs.

One of our suite of Optimised Software Solutions,
Sharpdesk Mobile makes it easy to connect your phone or
tablet to our range of award-winning office printers and MFPs.
There’s no need to install any printer drivers and you don’t
need to use a cable. Simply download the free App for
instant access to the all printing and scanning features that
you’d expect when using a laptop or PC.

Optimise the benefits of mobile computing
We all have tablets and smartphones. They give us a
lightweight, highly portable way to store and access
huge amounts of information. As business tools, they are
indispensable.
And with Cloud storage services, the ability to take
presentations, reports, images and other important
documents with you wherever you go is too good to miss.
But printing this information isn’t always as easy as it should
be. That’s where Sharpdesk Mobile comes in, unlocking the
full benefits of mobile computing.
Once you’ve downloaded and installed the free App, simply
connect to your Wi-Fi network in the normal way and
choose from the list of available printers. You can select
a document, preview it on screen, and print it out all in a
matter of moments.

HASSLE-FREE PRINTING
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Sharpdesk Mobile

People work in different ways /This is Why
Sharpdesk Mobile makes life easier for everyone.
Sharpdesk Mobile was created to optimise mobile working
by making it easy to print from mobile devices. PDF, JPG,
PNG, TIFF, E-mail, HTML (web pages) and Microsoft Office
(DOCX/XLSX/PPTX)* files are all supported, whether they
are stored on the mobile device or have been sent to you as
email attachments.
You can even select multiple files for printing, saving time
and leaving you free to collect your documents whenever
it’s most convenient.

Scan direct to your phone or tablet
Scanning is as easy as printing. Load the document into the
MFP and choose your mobile device as the scan destination.
You can save it as a ‘scan to’ destination for one-touch
access in the future.
Once you’ve scanned your document you can preview it,
email it or share it with other applications. All it takes is a
simple swipe and tap of a finger.

It doesn’t matter if your phone or tablet runs on Android,
iOS or Windows. There is a version of Sharpdesk Mobile for
everyone, and the experience is always familiar.

Open but secure
Sharpdesk Mobile makes your Sharp printers and MFPs
available to your colleagues and visitors alike without
compromising the security of your network.
Powerful multi-level authentication is used by the MFP,
network and server to control and enable access by
employees and guests.

SIMPLIFIED SCANNING AND SEAMLESS
COLLABORATION WITH OTHER APPLICATIONS

* Microsoft Office (DOCX/XLSX/PPTX) files are supported with the following Sharp MFPs; MX-3050N, 3550N, 4050N, 5050N, 6050N, 3060N, 3070N, 3560N, 3570N, 4060N, 4070N, 5070N & 6070N.
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Specifications

Supported Mobile Devices

Sharpdesk Mobile Workflow

iOS* based mobile devices running iOS 8 - 10
1

Android based mobile devices running Android™ 4.1 - 6.0
Recommended screen resolution: 800 x 480 pixels and higher
Windows based mobile devices running:
V1.2.3: Windows® 8 Pro, Windows® 8 Enterprise, Windows® 8.1 Pro, Windows® 8.1 Enterprise,
Windows® RT & Windows® RT 8.1
V2.1.1: Windows® 8.1 Pro, Windows® 8.1 Enterprise & Windows® RT 8.1
Minimum System Requirements: 1GHz Processor, 1GB RAM, 20MB free HDD space and
1024 x 768 pixels screen resolution with DirectX® 9 graphics capability.
Recommended screen resolution: 1366 x 768 pixels. Touch screen is recommended.

Supported File Formats
PDF*2, Encrypted PDF*2, Compact PDF*2
TIFF
PNG*3
JPEG
Microsoft Office (DOCX/XLSX/PPTX)*4

Welcome to Sharp
Sharp has been manufacturing fast, reliable printers and MFPs - and devising new, more productive ways of managing documents - for decades. Many have won awards from respected independent
research establishments. All have delivered class-leading performance, often transforming productivity in the workplace.
Sharp is a truly global company with local representation in all major countries. And our expertise now extends far beyond the realm of office printing. Today we address the needs of the whole
enterprise, with innovations in LCDs, laser diodes, flash memory, solar cells, plasmacluster air purifiers, and projectors, to name just a few.

Notes
*1 Bonjour must be enabled to auto-discover supported MFP. *2 Postscript Expansion Kit is required to print PDFs. *3 PNG is not supported by Windows based mobile devices. *4 Microsoft
Office (DOCX/XLSX/PPTX) files are supported with the following Sharp MFPs; MX-3050N, 3550N, 4050N, 5050N, 6050N, 3060N, 3070N, 3560N, 3570N, 4060N, 4070N, 5070N & 6070N.
Design and specifications are subject to change without prior notice. All information was correct at time of print. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad,
and Bonjour are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. iOS is a trademark or registered trademark of Cisco in the U.S. and other countries and is used under
license by Apple Inc. Google, Google logo, Android, Android logo, Google Play and Google Play logo are trademarks of Google Inc. Microsoft, Windows, and DirectX are registered trademarks
of Microsoft Corporation in the U.S. and other countries. Sharpdesk is a trademark or registered trademark of Sharp Corporation in the U.S. and other countries. All other company names,
products, services and logos used herein are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners. ©2016 Sharp Corporation. Sharpdesk Mobile Brochure August 2016.
Job Number 17630. All rights reserved. E&OE.
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